
NATURA L V E S S E L P RODUCT IN FORMAT ION

Our C26 Natural Vessels and C27Wabi Vessels are carved from natural granite boulders. Shape, size
and color will vary with each one.The exterior is left in its naturally weathered state.The polished rim
and interior range from gray-green to gray-blue.

The individual personality of each Natural Vessel andWabi Vessel is further expressed by anomalies
such as veining, minor pitting, or areas of enhanced coloration.

The C26 is available in green-gray or black granite with or without a faucet hole drilled in the rim.
The faucet hole is a standard 13/8” diameter and is counter-bored on the underside for easier set up.
We recommend that you have the sink on hand before installing the faucet and countertop.

The C27Wabi Vessels are highly variable in color and range from gray-green to gray-blue to black.

PLEASE NOTE: Because each boulder is unique, every Natural Vessel will vary within an acceptable
range in shape, size and color.Due to their unique quality, we recommend that dealers sell the Natural
Vessels off their showroom floor. By doing this we can avoid disappointing customers who otherwise
will not know what their sink will look like until they actually receive it.This being said, we recognize that
occasionally you will have a customer with special needs for a particular size, shape and/or color. If you
wish to special order a C26, we will do our utmost to satisfy the needs of your customer. Please note that
depending on the type of special order, an extra charge may be assessed for the extra effort or custom
work involved in fulfilling the purchase order. If the special order C26 is not acceptable to your customer,
you will be given the choice to either keep the sink or pay a 25% re-stock fee plus shipping and handling.

NOTE: Do not use plumber’s putty for installation.
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